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• Process to ensure that the project includes all-and-only the work required, to complete
the project successfully
• Scope can refer to Product Scope & Project Scope
• Product Scope - The features and functions that characterize a product, service,
or result
• Project Scope - The work that needs to be accomplished to deliver a product,
service, or result with the specified features and functions
• Scope Management Plan (Part of Develop Project Management Plan)
• How will I do the scope?
• Provides guidance on how project scope will be defines, documented, verified,
managed, and controlled by project management team.
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Project Scope Management includes the processes required to ensure that the project
includes all the work required, and only the work required, to complete the project
successfully. Managing the project scope is primarily concerned with defining and
controlling what is and is not included in the project.
• Collect Requirements — The process of defining and documenting stakeholders'
needs to meet the project objectives.
• Define Scope — The process of developing a detailed description of the project and
product.
• Create WBS — The process of subdividing project deliverables and project work into
smaller, more manageable components.
• Verify Scope — The process of formalizing acceptance of the completed project
deliverables.
• Control Scope — The process of monitoring the status of the project and product
scope and managing changes to the scope baseline.
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The main purpose of this process is to define and document the project sponsor, the
customer, and the stakeholder's expectations and needs for meeting the project objective.
The process of defining and documenting stakeholders' needs to meet the project
objective
• Balance stakeholder's requirement: prioritizing requirement & resolve conflicts
Requirements Documentation may include at least:
• Business need for the project and why it was undertaken
• Project objectives and business objectives the project hopes to fulfill
• Functional requirements
• Non-Functional requirements
• Quality requirements
• Acceptance Criteria
• Business rules
• Organizational areas and outside entities impacted
• Support and training requirements
• Assumptions and constrains
• Signature of key stakeholders indicating acceptance of the requirements
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Inputs
• Project Charter
• Stakeholder Register
Tools and Techniques
• Interviews (Directly with Stakeholders)
• Focus Groups (Prequalified Stakeholders & Subject Matter Experts)
• Facilitated Workshops (Focused Cross Functional Stakeholders)
• Group Creativity Techniques (Brainstorming, Nominal Group Technique, Delphi
Technique, Idea/Mind Mapping, Affinity Diagram)
• Group Decision Making Techniques (Unanimity, Majority, Plurality, Dictatorship)
• Questionnaire and Surveys (Wide Number of Respondents)
• Observation (Viewing Individual in their Environment)
• Prototypes (Early Feedback by Providing a Working Model)
Outputs
• Requirement Documentation
• Requirement Management Plan
• Requirement Traceability Matrix
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Through this process it's developed and documented detailed description of the
deliverables of the project and the work needed to produce those deliverables.
This process is progressively elaborated as more detail becomes known.
The stakeholder register is used as a way of determining who can provide the necessary
information on the project and project requirement
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Sample Stakeholder Analysis
(Picture)
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• Formal or informal approach to discover information from stakeholder
• Interview experienced project participants, stakeholders and subject matter experts
• Usually (but not limited to) conduct on one-by-one
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• Bring together pre-qualified stakeholders and subject matter experts to learn on their
expectation and attitudes about a proposed product
• Trained moderator guides the group through interactive discussion
• More natural than a one-on-one interview
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•
•
•
•
•

Bring key cross-function stakeholders together to define requirements
Quickly define cross-functional requirements
Reconciling stakeholders difference
Build trust, foster relationship and consensus, improve communication
Issues can be discovered and resolved more quickly than in individual sessions.
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Several group activities can be organized to identify project and product requirements.
Some of the group creativity techniques that can be used are:
Brainstorming
• Used to generate and collect multiple ideas related to project and product
requirements.
Nominal Group Technique
• Enhances brainstorming with a voting process used to rank the most useful ideas for
further brainstorming or for prioritization.
The Delphi Technique
• A selected group of experts answers questionnaires and provides feedback regarding
the responses from each round of requirements gathering.
• The responses are only available to the facilitator to maintain anonymity.
Idea/Mind Mapping
• Ideas created through individual brainstorming are consolidated into a single map to
reflect commonality and differences in understanding, and generate new ideas.
Affinity Diagram
• Allows large numbers of ideas to be sorted into groups for review and analysis.
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Group decision making is an assessment process of multiple alternatives with an
expected outcome in the form of future actions resolution. These techniques can be used
to generate, classify, and prioritize product requirements.
There are multiple methods of reaching a group decision, for example:
Unanimity - Everyone agrees on a single course of action.
Majority - Support from more than 50% of the members of the group.
Plurality - The largest block in a group decides even if a majority is not achieved.
Dictatorship - One individual makes the decision for the group.
Consensus - Majority decide the decision, minority agree and accept with it
Almost any of the decision methods described previously can be applied to the group
techniques used in the requirements gathering process.
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Questionnaires and surveys are written sets of questions designed to quickly accumulate
information from a wide number of respondents. Questionnaires and/or surveys are most
appropriate with broad audiences, when quick turnaround is needed, and where statistical
analysis is appropriate.
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• Observations provide a direct way of viewing individuals in their environment and
how they perform their jobs or tasks and carry out processes.
• It is particularly helpful for detailed processes when the people that use the product
have difficulty or are reluctant to articulate their requirements.
• Also called Job Shadowing is usually done externally by the observer viewing
the user performing his or her job.
• Can also be done by a Participant Observer who actually performs a process or
procedure to experience how it is done to uncover hidden requirements.
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System Prototyping
Prototyping involves a repetitive sequence of analysis, design, modeling and testing.
The end product of System Prototyping is a full-featured, working model of the
information system, ready for implementation.
(Picture)

Design Prototyping
Design Prototyping (also called Throwaway Prototyping) is used to verify user
requirements.
The end product of Design Prototyping is a user-approved design prototype that
documents and benchmarks the features of the finished system.
(Picture)
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• Components of requirements documentation can include
• Business problem to be solved
• Business need or opportunity to be seized
• Business and project objectives for traceability
• Functional requirements (business processes, information)
• Non-functional requirements (level of services, performance, safety)
• Quality requirement
• Acceptance criteria
• Business rules stating the guideline
• Impacts to other entities
• Impact of other organizational area, sales, technology group
• Support and training requirements
• Requirements assumption and constraints
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Components of documentation can include
• How requirements activities will be planned, tracked or reported
• Configuration management activities
• How impact will be analyzed and tracked
• Requirement prioritization process
• Product matrix that will be used the rationale behind
• Traceability structure
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• A table that links requirements to their origin and traces them throughout the project
life cycle.
• It helps to ensure that each requirement adds business value by linking it to the
business and projective objectives.
• It provides a mean to track requirements throughout the project life cycle.
• Help to ensure that requirements approved in the requirement documents are delivered
at the end of the project.
• It provides a structure for managing changes to the product scope.
• Attributes are associated with each requirement and recorded in the requirement
traceability matrix; such as: a unique identifier, textural description of each
requirement, rationale of inclusion, owner, source, priority, version, current status and
date completed.
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• Define Scope is the process of developing a detailed description of the project and
product
• Through this process it's developed and documented detailed description of the
deliverables of the project and the work needed to produce those deliverables.
• This process is progressively elaborated as more detail becomes known.
• Project scope statement may includes product scope, deliverables, product
acceptance criteria, out of scope, additional risk, constraints & assumptions
• Concern with what is and is not included in the project and its deliverables
• Should maintain a realistic schedule and budget that can achieve the project's scope
• Iteration process should be done to maintain it
• Looking for options to adjust the project
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Input
• Project Charter
• Requirement Documentation
• Organizational Process Assets
Tools and Techniques
• Expert Judgment
• Product Analysis
• Alternative Identification
• Facilitated Workshops
Outputs
• Project Scope Statement
• Project Document Updates
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• The main input is the project charter itself, as it will detail the goals and objectives of
the project, a description of the scope, and any constraints and assumptions.
• The requirements documentation is also an input as the define scope process translates
these requirements into more detail.
• A final input is the organizational process assets. These can take many forms,
including project plans from previous similar projects, templates, policies procedures
or guidelines, etc.
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Expert judgment
• Other units in the organization
• Consultants
• Stakeholders
• Professional/technical associations
• Industry groups
• Subject matter experts
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• Product Analysis is a method for converting the product description and project
objectives into deliverables and requirements
• Understand methods for translating project objectives into tangible deliverables and
requirements (e.g. product breakdown, systems analysis, systems engineering, value
engineering, value analysis, and functional analysis)
• Project lifecycle term
• Might include:
• Value analysis
• Functional analysis
• Requirements analysis
• System-engineering techniques
• Systems analysis
• Product breakdown
• Value engineering techniques
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• Technique used to generate different approaches to the project
• Brainstorming is a group or individual creativity technique by which efforts are
made to find a conclusion for a specific problem by gathering a list of ideas
spontaneously contributed by its members.
• Lateral Thinking is solving problems through an indirect and creative approach,
using reasoning that is not immediately obvious and involving ideas that may not
be obtainable by using only traditional step-by-step logic.
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•
•
•
•
•

Bring key cross-function stakeholders together to define requirements
Quickly define cross-functional requirements
Reconciling stakeholders difference
Build trust, foster relationship and consensus, improve communication
Issues can be discovered and resolved more quickly than in individual sessions.
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It should include the following elements:
• Project scope description
• Project acceptance criteria
• Project boundaries
• Project deliverables
• Project exclusion - What is not part of the project (out of scope)
• Project constrains - factors that limit the team’s options
• Project assumptions - Things that assumed to be true (may not be true)
• Additional risks
Approval requirements are not an official component according to the PMBOK Guide. It refer to how the
objectives, deliverables, documents and other outcomes of the project will be approved
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Project documents that may be updated include, but are not limited to:
• Stakeholder register
• Requirements documentation
• Requirements traceability matrix
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Process of subdividing project deliverables and project work into smaller, more
manageable components.
• WBS includes the project management works.
• Work package: lowest level WBS component which can be scheduled, cost estimated,
monitored and controlled.
• WBS Structure can be organized by
• Phases
• Major deliverables
• Subprojects. E.g. contracted work
• Beware of excessive decomposition. It can lead to non-productive management effort,
inefficient use of resources (performing work)
• Control account: management control point for performance measurement (one or
more work packages)
• WBS dictionary provides more detailed components, e.g. description of work,
responsible organization, acceptance criteria
• Agreed Scope baseline includes project scope statement, WBS, WBS dictionary
WBS does not show dependencies. Dividing work package into activities is part of the
time management process (Define Activities)
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Input
• Project Scope Statement
• Requirement Document
• Organizational Process Assets
Tools and Techniques
• Decomposition
Outputs
• WBS
• WBS Dictionary
• Scope Baseline
• Project Document Update
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify & analyze the deliverables and related work
Structuring and organizing the WBS
Decomposing the upper WBS levels into lower level detailed components
Developing and assigning identification codes to components
Verify that the degree of decomposition of work is necessary and sufficient
Break down task into subtasks until you can accurate estimate resource requirements
for each subtask

Work Package is a deliverable at the lowest level of WBS. It directs what is to be done,
when it is to be done, how much budget is allocated for the task, who is to do it
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Work Breakdown Structure
• A deliverable-oriented family tree
• Often used to develop or confirm a common understanding of project scope
• Each descending level represents an increasingly detailed description of the project deliverables
• Relates elements of work to each other and the end product
• Generally has internal alpha numeric identifiers to provide a structure for a hierarchical summation of
costs and resources
Sample WBS organized by Phase

Sample WBS with Major Deliverables
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WBS Dictionary include (but not limited to)
• Code of account identifier
• Description of work
• Responsible organization
• List of schedule milestone
• Associated schedule activities
• Resource required
• Cost estimates
• Quality requirements
• Acceptance criteria
• Technical references
• Contract Information
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The term baseline, is derived from the world of configuration management, and as such,
a baseline may represent any agreed set of information at a certain point in time. The key
understanding here is that whenever a baseline is created, it is placed under change
control, meaning that no changes can take place without the right authority and that such
changes have been made according to the scope management plan.
There are four baselines contained within the project management plan; the scope
baseline, the schedule baseline, the cost baseline and the quality baseline (although the
latter is not explicitly stated within the sections of the project management plan).
An important PMBOK definition here, is that "a baseline is the original plan plus all the
approved changes".
In the case of the scope baseline, we are referring to the combination of the project scope
statement, the WBS, and the WBS dictionary.
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As in many of these processes as a result of carrying them out, the general understanding
and detail of the project is refined and improved causing the need to update existing
project documentation. An example here is that it is highly likely that new or modified
requirements will be identified, needing an update to the requirements documentation
that had previously been created
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WBS 100% rule:
• WBS includes 100% of the work defined by project scope and capture ALL
deliverables (external, internal, interim) in term of work to be completed including
project management.
WBS creation method:
• Top-Down
• Bottom up
• WBS Standard
• WBS Templates
Don’t mind with WBS view
• Outline View
• Tabular View
• Tree structure view (vertical, horizontal, centralized)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Process of obtaining the stakeholders’ formal acceptance of the project scope
Process of formalizing acceptance of the completed project deliverables.
Reviewing deliverables to ensure that each is completed satisfactorily
If the project is terminated early, the project scope verification process should
establish and document the level and extent of completion
Concerned with acceptance of the deliverables (Quality control is generally performed
before scope verification )
Generally, a point where the client signs off on the baseline
Different with quality control which concerned with correctness of deliverables. Can
be performed before or parallel
NOT making sure you have the right scope during project planning
But, to gain formal acceptance of deliverables during monitoring and control.
Inspection = review, product reviews, audits, walkthroughs
• Measuring, examining, verifying to determine work and deliverables are meet
requirement & product acceptance criteria
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Input
• Project Management Plan
• Requirements Documentation
• Requirements Traceability Matrix
• Validated Deliverables
Tools and Techniques
• Inspection
Output
• Accepted Deliverables (The ones that meet the acceptance criteria are formally signed
off and approved)
• Change Requests (the once not meet acceptance run through project integrated change
control process)
• Project Document Updates
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• Activities undertaken to determine whether results conform requirements. Including
activities such as measuring, examining, and testing
• Often called reviews, product reviews, audits, walk-through
• Purpose is to specifically identify deficiencies, gaps and errors against the project
documentation
• The inspection activity should encompass the accuracy completeness, and
acceptability of the object under review
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• Accepted Deliverables
• The ones that meet the acceptance criteria are formally signed off and approved
• Change Requests
• The once not meet acceptance run through project integrated change control
process
• Project Document Updates
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• PM can influence the factors that trigger project scope changes
• Control the impact of those changes
• Assures all requested changes and recommended corrective actions are processed
through the project Integrated Change Control process
• Manage the actual changes when they occur
• Uncontrolled changes referred to as project scope creep
• Process of monitoring the status of the project and product scope and managing
changes to the scope baseline
• The cause and degree of variance relative to the scope baseline
• Decide corrective/preventive action required
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Input
• Project Management Plan
• Work Performance Information
• Requirements Documentation
• Requirement Traceability Matrix
• Organizational Process Assets
Tools and Techniques
• Variance Analysis (Assess the magnitude of variation from original scope baseline)
Output
• Work Performance Measurements
• Organizational Process Assets Updates
• Change Requests
• Project Management Plan Updates
• Project Document Updates
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• Project Management Plan
• Scope base line is compared to actual
• Scope management plan describes how to manage and control
• Change management plan
• Configuration management plan
• Requirement measurement plan
• Work Performance Information
• Information about project process
• Requirements Documentation
• Requirement Traceability Matrix
• Organizational Process Assets
• Existing formal & informal scope control related policies, procedures and
guidelines
• Reporting and monitoring methods to be used
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Re-planning
•Updates to WBS, WBS dictionary, project scope statement and project scope
management plan
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• Work Performance Measurements
• Planned vs. Original
• Organizational Process Assets Updates
• causes of variance, corrective measures, lesson learned
• Change Requests
• to the scope baseline or other components of project management plan
• Project Management Plan Updates
• Scope baseline cost baseline and schedule baselines update
• Project Document Updates
• Requirements documentation
• Requirement traceability matrix
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